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The A/C Filter Sock is a fresh new take on a design that has been tried before but 

never mastered. This product is for those who want to protect their A/C and refrigerated 

units but in a convenient and hassle-free way, with a touch of style. This simple product will 

make you enjoy protecting your A/C units and remove the idea of this being a chore. Using 

this product will convince you that it is the farthest thing from that. The basic premise is that 

the A/C Filter Sock is used to cover you’re A/C units and keep them clean and working 

properly. Although that is a very desirable feature it can also be a bit of a hassle, but with 

the shock cord’s elasticity you can easily stretch the Filter Sock over you’re A/C unit and the 

job is virtually done. Not only does the A/C Filter Sock make application easy but removal 

and cleanup is easy as well.  

The micromesh fabric that the Filter Sock is made out of is a very light, durable, and 

(here’s the best part) washable material. When the Filter Sock gets too dirty from 

intercepting particles and dirt from you’re A/C unit, you simply remove it and throw it in 

the wash. It’s that easy! By far the most exciting part about this product is that it is 

customizable. The sock can come with any design you want to have on it. This makes it great 

for personal decoration but also highly ideal for marketing and promotion. Businesses can 

place their advertisements or logos on the Filter Sock and boost their exposure. Overall the 

A/C Filter Sock is an exceptional improvement on a very useful design! This product would 

be low cost on the retail shelf and could sell in any big box, and specialty, stores making it a 

high volume sales product. 
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   The inventor, Dustin Brox, lives in Moab Utah and had an idea for a better way to better 

protect you’re A/C unit. Dustin contacted the Mars Rising Network and had a provisional 

and design patent application filed and had the invention designed properly so that he may 

see success with this great idea and turn it into a real product. He is actively seeking a 

company that would have an interest in licensing the product for a royalty. 

 

 

    

A provisional and design patent application has been filed as of October 2016. The Patent 

Search was performed by The Mars Rising Network and revealed nothing similar and that 

a granted patent could be obtained because of the unique design and functionality of the 

device as compared to other known devices. 

 

   The Domestic Market is very large to say the least. This product would sell in 

approximately 150,000 retail stores in the USA and throughout the international market. 

 

   The retail price would be from $19.99 to $79.99. The wholesale amount would be from 

$9.00 to $49.00 and the cost to manufacture would be from $4.00 to $35.00. The costs are an 

estimate of course ranging from USA or overseas manufacturing and distribution. 
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If you have an interest in more information regarding the A/C Filter Sock and are a serious 

company that would be interested in a licensing agreement or distribution please contact me 

directly.  

Sincerely; 

Dustin Brox / Inventor / Patent Holder 

 

 

mailto:dustman1970@yahoo.com

